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1. Introduction

Abstract

Two years ago, Kreutzer et al. (2018) published an article outlining techniques and workflow to determine the environmental γ-dose rate with passive α-Al2 O3 :C chips (Akselrod et al., 1990a,b, 1993). The contribution included performance tests of the used lexsyg SMART (Richter et al., 2015)
reader, newly developed software functions for the R (R
Core Team, 2019) package ‘Luminescence’ (Kreutzer et al.,
2012), an application example at the archaeological site
Sierra de Atapuerca (e.g., Aguirre & Carbonell, 2001), and
a cross-check of the so estimated γ-dose rates against four
different references sites around Clermont-Ferrand (France)
(Miallier et al., 2009). While the performance of the presented system proved satisfactory, we identified two issues
as potential subjects to further tests:

We present additional experiments for αAl2 O3 :C chips used to estimate in situ γ-dose
rates. Our contribution supplements the article
by Kreutzer et al. (2018) and presents results
from previously announced follow-up experiments. (1) We investigate the divergent γ-dose
rate results we obtained from cross-check experiments for one reference site. (2) We discuss
the origin of encountered large inter-aliquot
scatter using results from low-level background
and calibration measurements. (3) We show
that the chip geometries vary considerably,
which may partly contribute to additional
inter-aliquot scatter, regardless of an overall
good reproducibility of results. (4) We report
new source-calibration results after replacing
the β -source housing of our measurement system, which resulted in an increase of the source
dose rate at the sample position by ca 37 %.
GEANT4 simulations show that the increased
dose rate is likely caused by an unfortunate
fabrication tolerance of the shutter in front of
the β -source, which, in combination with the
chip geometry, significantly contributes to the
observed inter-aliquot scatter. (5) Finally, we
introduce a newly developed shiny application
we use at the IRAMAT-CRP2A to analyse
α-Al2 O3 :C measurements. The application is
open-source and freely available.
Keywords:
cence

1. The cross-check against the reference site ‘PEP’ (a
granite block, cf. Miallier et al., 2009) yielded a γdose rate ca 13 % lower than expected. Kreutzer et al.
(2018) argued that field evidence revealed a tube movement partly out of the granite block after storage, which
may have caused the recorded lower γ-dose rate (Ḋγ ).
2. The observed relative standard deviation (three chips in
each of the 21 dosimeter tubes) ranged from 1.1 % to
15.1 % for the application site Sierra de Atapuerca. The
resulting average value of 5.1 % was much higher than
the 0.2 % scatter observed in reproducibility tests in the
laboratory.
In the best tradition of Ancient TL, our contribution compiles a lab report with results addressing these two previously
encountered issues. Additionally, we present observations
made in the course of our β -source calibrations after exchanging the source-module housing. The remainder briefly
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chyandesite). The three sites cover a wide range of annual Ḋγ values allowing to re-evaluate the performance of
the procedure by Kreutzer et al. (2018) from, LMP: (641 ±
18) µGy a−1 , over GOU: (1573 ± 17) µGy a−1 , up to PEP:
(2536 ± 110) µGy a−1 (Miallier et al., 2009). The dosimeters were measured in February 2019, five days after their
retrieval from the sites. In total, the environmental Ḋγ s were
recorded over 313 days (LMP, GOU), and 315 days (PEP).
The combined results of our measurements from 2017
and 2019 are displayed in Fig. 1. Our measurements from
2019 (red diamonds) exhibit Ḋγ -values within 10 % of the
expected Ḋγ . These findings seem to confirm the hypothesis
that the unexpected dose-rate offset measured for PEP was
not random but likely related to a displacement of the sample tube after initial storage in the rock. However, below, we
will discuss another possibility that will let appear this result
coincidentally. We will show that the geometry of the chips
in combination with the irradiation geometry, may have led
to the discrepancy observed in 2017.
Besides, the data exhibit that the expected natural Ḋγ values can be sufficiently recovered. Sample LMP gave
nearly identical results, with an overall recovery of 0.98 ±
0.09 (2017) vs. 1.00 ± 0.09 (2019) (quoted are arithmetic
mean ± standard deviation). In summary (data 2017 and
2019, excluding the outlier for PEP from 2017), a natural
Ḋγ can be recovered within ca 7 % from unity.
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Figure 1. Natural γ-dose rates measured according to Kreutzer et al.
(2018) against values tabulated in Miallier et al. (2009) in 2017
(black circles) (Kreutzer et al., 2018, their Fig. 8) and newly measured in 2019 (red diamonds). The solid black line indicates the
1:1 line, dashed lines the 10 % divergence from unity. For the measured chips we quoted the mean ± standard deviation of the mean.
For the reference site values, uncertainties were taken from Miallier
et al. (2009). Please note that in Kreutzer et al. (2018) we mixed up
the labels for the sites LMP and C341. Here the labels are plotted
correctly.

3. Cosmic-dose rate impact?
The second experiment targeted the inter-aliquot dispersion when chips are stored in a natural environment over a
long period (> 1 day). Kreutzer et al. (2018) speculated that
cosmic-rays might explain the dispersion of the dose values due to the storage orientation of the chips in the site.
Horizontal stacking of the chips in the tube usually exposes
a smaller surface towards the cardinal point than vertically
stacked chips. Although cosmic-rays do not hit targets on
the ground only in a 90◦ angle, the chip orientation may indeed play a role in the observed scatter. To test whether the
chip orientation has a measurable impact on the Ḋγ scatter,
we designed the following experiment.
Twenty-six chips, reset at 910 ◦ C for 10 min in an external
furnace, were placed in a home-made cuboid made out of
radio-nuclide free polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA, acrylic
glass) (Fig. 2). The cuboid has a footage of 100 × 80 mm
and a total height of 60 mm and consists of two parts, a cover
and a body. The cover is detachable, either to stack chips
in a vertical or horizontal orientation in slots in the cuboid
body. The slots size facilitate chips with a diameter up to
5.2 mm. The box design and the location of the slots within
the cuboid ensured that the chips were not affected by external α and β -particles. Their contribution to the dose accumulated by the chips is negligible. All slots used were filled up
to their maximum capacity with chips. The number of chips
per slot varied due to different chip thickness (see Sec. 4).
Scotch tape ensured that the chips did not move. The box
cover and box body were glued and sealed with Scotch tape

introduces an open-source shiny (Chang et al., 2019) application developed to analyse α-Al2 O3 :C measurements at the
IRAMAT-CRP2A.
We will keep details on instrumentation, measurement
protocol and analysis procedure to a minimum. For full
details, we refer to Kreutzer et al. (2018), which is available as an open-access article. For all presented measurements, we employed the same lexsyg SMART (Richter et al.,
2015) luminescence reader we already used for the article
by Kreutzer et al. (2018). For the data analysis we employed the R scripts from Kreutzer et al. (2018) in conjunction with the most recent version of the R package ‘Luminescence’ (Kreutzer et al., 2019). Data analysis and visualisation benefited from the R packages ‘ggplot’ (Wickham, 2009), ‘gridExtra’ (Auguie, 2017), ‘readxl’ (Wickham
& Bryan, 2019), and ‘khroma’ (Frerebeau, 2019).

2. Ḋγ cross-check
Our first experiment concerned the divergent γ-dose rate
(Ḋγ ) results we obtained from our cross-check experiments
for the granite block ‘PEP’. The Ḋγ measured with the αAl2 O3 :C chips was ca 13 % lower than expected in comparison to the values quoted in Miallier et al. (2009). In
summer 2018, new tubes with three chips each were stored
at three reference sites: (1) ‘PEP’ (granite), (2) ‘LMP’
(basalt), and (3) the before not considered site ‘GOU’ (tra2
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As a side effect, with the described experiment, we
were able to estimate the background-dose rate in our
lead castle. The average accumulated dose over 26 chips
amounted to (155 ± 23) µGy, which corresponds to an annual background-dose rate (Ḋγ + Ḋcosmic ) of ca 157 µGy a−1 .
In light of the minimum determination limit of ca 10 µGy
estimated by Kreutzer et al. (2018) for the dosimetry system (OSL/TL reader and measurement protocol) used at
the IRAMAT-CRP2A, it implies that dosimeter tube storage
times of less than one month will not add a dose distinguishable from background noise.
Nevertheless, Fig. 3 indicates an additional grouping of
aliquots, which does not appear to be related to the slot group
positioning and the orientation of the chips in the cuboid.
Moreover, the plot reveals a large scatter between chips in
general (cv of the full dataset: 14.5 %).
Over the years, we purchased batches of α-Al2 O3 :C chips
from the same manufacturer varying slightly in diameter,
thickness and colour (transparent, milky). For all measurements shown here and by Kreutzer et al. (2018), chips were
not preselected but picked-up randomly from a box containing hundreds of chips of mixed batches. The reproducibility
experiments by Kreutzer et al. (2018) did not reveal any particular problem with the chips or showed a particular correlation with an unknown variable.
While we cannot exclude that different batches have
slightly different dose-response characteristics, additional
measurements were made in order to double check the effect
of varying chip geometry on the measured dose.

Figure 2. Top view photo of the bottom of the dosimeter storage
cuboid made of radionuclide free acrylic glass. The cuboid has 18
positions, nine for horizontally and nine for vertically chip stacking. For our experiments, we used only seven positions (26 chips
in total). The number of chips per position varied with chip thickness (four chips in position 7 vs five chips each in positions 5 and
6). Scotch tape on the top prevented the chips from moving. During the experiment, bottom and cover of the cuboid were glued together. The brownish background in the photo reflects the office
table where the cuboid was placed on for the photo.

and enveloped in opaque bags to prevent light exposure. The
cuboid was then placed in the low-background radiation lead
castle in the cellar of the IRAMAT-CRP2A. This lead castle
is the same that we use to store, temporarily, dosimeter tubes
from the field, if they cannot be measured upon arrival.
The chips were stored for 361 days and then measured and
analysed following the procedure outlined in Kreutzer et al.
(2018). Figure 3 shows the results of this experiment for
dose values derived from the green stimulated luminescence
(GSL) signal and the subsequent thermal luminescence (TL)
signal used to deplete the remaining luminescence. Black
circles display results of the accumulated dose for chips orientated vertically, and red triangles illustrate horizontally
stacked chips. It appears that the individual standard error1
for vertically stacked chips are slightly higher than for chips
stored horizontally. However, the main question is: Does the
distribution indicate two distinct dose groups correlated with
the orientation of the chips in the cuboid?
A two-sided Welch t-test returned a p-value of 0.04 (t =
2.17, df = 24). This result suggests a random difference between the two groups for a significance level of 1 %. However, a Q-Q plot (not shown) revealed that the distributions
followed only vaguely normal distributions, which makes the
application of a t-test debatable. An additionally performed
two-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test returned a p-value of
0.14 (D = 0.43), also implying that the observed difference
between the two orientation groups is random.

4. Chip geometry impact
We analysed 33 Al2 O3 :C chips placed in 11 tubes such as
those described by Kreutzer et al. (2018) and inserted them
for one year in the stratigraphic section of Border Cave, a
Palaeolithic site in South Africa (e.g., Grün & Beaumont,
2001; Backwell et al., 2018). Each tube contained three
chips; one additional tube was used as travel dosimeter. After the measurements, the thickness and diameter of each
chip were measured (accuracy ± 0.01 mm). Figure 4 displays the variability of the chip geometry. We identified
two major groups: (1) chips displaying thickness values between 0.78 mm and 0.80 mm and diameters between 5.01 mm
and 5.16 mm, and (2) chips with higher thickness between
0.87 mm to 1.02 mm but narrower diameter (4.61 mm to
4.99 mm). A third group with a thickness similar to group (1)
but with diameters in the same range as group (2) might be
identifiable. Overall, diameter and thickness can vary from
chip-to-chip by up to 12 % and 20 %, respectively.
The tubes were located in different places at Border Cave,
and we did not expect similar Dγ -values for different tubes.
However, the three chips within each tube should display statistically undistinguishable doses. In Fig. 5 we show the
measured standardised dose as dependent variable of the
chip volume (as aggregated variable of thickness and diameter); colours code different tubes. Figure 5A renders a picture similar to Fig. 4, the chips show two separate groups.

1 The term “standard error” was used following the nomenclature used
by Galbraith (1990).
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Figure 3. Abanico plots (Dietze et al., 2016) showing accumulated background doses after 361 days. Black circles indicate vertically, red
triangles horizontally stacked chips. (A) De derived using the GSL signal, (B) De determined from the subsequent TL curve. In the latter
case the obtained dose is not overall correct, but the scatter between the two groups can still be compared. For the interpretation of the term
“relative standard error” as used in the plot we refer to Galbraith (1990).
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Figure 5. Standardised dose vs chip volume. (A) and (B) show the
same values, with a different graphical representation. The solid
lines in (B) are linear regression lines for each tube. Standardised
¯
dose values were calculated as follows: dstd = (di − d)/σ
, with d¯
being the average dose rate and σ the standard deviation.

Whether this difference in volume relates to real differences
in doses can be seen in Fig. 5B. Here we have drawn regression lines separately for each tube. We observed, (1) a significant variability for the measured dose in each tube (10 %
to 20 %), and (2) that this variation appears to correlate positively with the chip volume. Higher volumes seem to lead
to higher doses. One tube (Sample 09, Fig. 5B), shows a
negative correlation of volume with dose, which might be,
however, related to the luminescence characteristics of this
particular chip.

ness instead of the aggregated variable volume (not shown).
Using a regression analysis to understand the impact of thickness and diameter on the standardised dose, we found that,
combined, both parameters explain 59.5 % (adjusted R2 ) of
the variance in the dataset. However, only the thickness
has a significant impact on the explained variance. In other

We checked similar plots for the diameter and the thick4
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Figure 7. Source-calibration results over time. The dashed lines
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Figure 6. Apparent dose normalised to the storage duration vs chip
thickness. (A) Displays a weak positive correlation between thickness and normalised dose. (B) shows the normalised dose groups
(threshold: chip thickness 0.9 mm) as kernel density plots, both distributions overlap and are statistically indistinguishable (see t-test
results).

While Fig. 6A indicates a weak positive correlation between
chip thickness and normalised dose (r = 0.17), the two dose
distributions (Fig. 6B) are statistically indistinguishable for
a significance level of 5 % (two-sided Welch t-test, p-value:
0.367, t = -0.96, df = 7.7).
It must be noted here that, contrary to what was recommended in Kreutzer et al. (2018), the cups used for the
measurements were not heated to 450 ◦ C before the measurements. This may have induced some additional scatter.
However, the mean dose rate is consistent with dose rates expected from previous experiments, where heating of the discs
before the measurement was performed (see below).

words, while differences in diameter may still have a small
impact on the dose variance, the major driver appears to
be the chip thickness. Hence, 40.5 % of the variance remain unexplained. The true dose (Dγ + Dcosmic ) recorded
in each tube should be independent of the chip thickness,
given the travel range of natural γ-photons and cosmic-rays.
The variability observed in the apparent dose for each set of
the three chips may thus be linked to the irradiation in the
luminescence reader. This consists of bremsstrahlung and
high-energy electrons (Kreutzer et al., 2018), which are attenuated at the scale of a few millimetres (see Sec. 5). If this
is the case, the source dose rate obtained through calibration
measurements should be a function of the chip thickness.
Hence, we set up a new calibration experiment taking into
account the chip thickness. The experimental design was
similar to what was done by Kreutzer et al. (2018). We stored
six tubes (three chips each), in the middle of a brick block
with a well known γ-dose rate (Richter et al., 2010) available
in the basement of the IRAMAT-CRP2A for periods of 140
days to 634 days.
Figure 6 displays the results of this experiment as thickness vs dose normalised to the storage duration. We removed
two (out of 18 values) from the plot. One chip exhibited a
dose ca two times higher than the highest dose value from
the distribution and one chip could not be retrieved from the
tube.
The chip thicknesses range similar to those values observed previously, i.e. between 0.81 mm and 0.83 mm for one
group and between 0.96 mm and 1.08 mm for the second one.

5. Source-calibration and an unexpected doserate evolution
In summer 2018, a shutter failure of the β -source module
in the lexsyg SMART required a source-housing exchange
service. This requires that the 90 Sr/90 Y source (cf. Fig. 2
in Richter et al., 2012) is detached from the housing module
(enveloped in a lead shield), which facilitates shutter and sensor electronics, before getting re-attached to the new housing. In theory, since the modules are certified and identical
in design, such intervention should not alter the source dose
rate.
To our surprise, a source calibration carried out immediately after the source-housing replacement showed a remarkable leap of the source-dose rate by 36.9 % (Fig. 7).
At the same time, our routine source-calibrations using optically stimulated luminescence (OSL, Huntley et al., 1985) in
5
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conjunction with the single-aliquot regenerated (SAR) dose
protocol (Murray & Wintle, 2000) on quartz separates, also
carried out after the replacement of the source housing, remained unsuspicious. We, therefore, repeated the calibration
shortly after and again in 2019 applying the procedure outlined in Kreutzer et al. (2018) (including the irradiation time
correction and cross-talk measurements) with fresh chips
stored in the cubic brick block in the cellar of our laboratory
(cf. Kreutzer et al., 2018; Richter et al., 2010). The last calibration (see results Sec. 4) was run in February 2020. Figure
4 displays all five source-calibration values rendering consistent within uncertainty after the exchange of the source housing. Moreover, Fig. 1 proves that our calibrations are overall
correct since the results in 2019 and 2020 are consistent with
the values from 2017 (after the replacement). Finally, the last
calibration, for which the chip thickness was checked, suggests that the change in the dose rate is not related to the chip
thickness (Sec. 4).

found only a weak impact of the shutter thickness on the
induces dose rates. This finding confirms our results from
Sec. 4 where we showed that differences in chip thickness
explain more dose variance than differences in chip diameters. While a thicker shutter shows a dose rate less dependable on the chip geometry, it also reduces the dose rate by
a factor of ca 2 per 1 mm. Vice versa, the results leave little doubt that our new source housing module has a thinner
shutter installed, hence we observed the jump of the dose rate
after the replacement service.
The simulated dose rates are at least 50 % lower than the
measured values in Fig. 7. To some extent, this discrepancy
is likely a result of the simplified geometry used for the simulation (e.g., instead of a cup, we used a disc-like geometry
for the sample carrier). Nonetheless, we consider our simulations as qualitatively correct regarding the impact of the
shutter thickness on the dose rate induced in chips of different thickness.
In conjunction with the observations presented in Sec. 4
these findings render a comprehensive picture, and demand
a critical reflection on our procedure to measure Al2 O3 :C
chips.

5.1. Additional GEANT4 simulations
To determine the cause of the dose-rate change and estimate how dose is deposited as a function of the chip thickness, we ran additional GEANT4 (Agostinelli et al., 2003)
simulations on a dedicated multi-core server at the IRAMATCRP2A. We simulated an irradiation geometry similar to the
one in the lexsyg SMART based on technical information provided to every customer by Freiberg Instruments. According to the manufacturer, both source housings (new and replaced one) were identical. However, the stainless steel shutter, which was produced by an external manufacturer, has
a fabrication tolerance of ±0.1 mm (pers. comm. Andreas
Richter, Freiberg Instruments GmbH). In other words, the
shutter can have a thickness between 0.9 mm and 1.1 mm.
Based on this information and combined with our observations regarding the thickness of the chips presented above,
we developed six scenarios to model the dose rate for shutter
geometries of 0.9 mm, 1 mm, and 1.1 mm repeated for chips
with a thickness of 0.8 mm and 1 mm.
The simulated irradiation spectrum (Fig. 8A) show that
while the X-ray spectrum is not significantly affected by the
thickness of the source shutter, the amount of incident β particles range over approximately an order of magnitude.
Lowest values are observed for a shutter of 1.1 mm thickness.
Please note that Fig. 8A represents the six simulation scenarios, i.e. combinations of shutter thickness and chip thickness.
However, the incident spectra cannot be affected by the chip
thickness, and variations in the curves are random. Figure
8B shows the local dose-rate profile for the three shutter configurations. The curve shapes differ for the shutter geometries but are mostly similar for the different chip thicknesses.
The corresponding chip dose rate is the respective average
of these curves (Fig. 8C). For a shutter with a thickness of
0.9 mm the simulated dose rate between chips with a thickness of 1 mm and 0.8 mm deviates by 15.3 % and only 5.8 %
for a shutter with a thickness of 1.1 mm.
We ran additional tests for the varying chip diameters (we
list ḊSr−90 for extreme chip geometries in the appendix). We

1. The simulated irradiation spectra questions our, so far
applied, approach to consider geometry effects in the
irradiation field negligible.
2. Depending on the shutter thickness, the passing highenergy β -particles induce considerable chip geometry
related dose rates.
3. Although the source calibration results itself seem to
show only a weak correlation with chip thickness
(Fig. 7), the presented results strongly indicate that the
dose scatter observed between chips is mainly an effect
caused by the irradiation geometry in the measurement
system.
Despite the overall acceptable reproducibility of natural
Ḋγ s (Sec. 2), in light of our findings we suggest the following
additional measures when using Al2 O3 :C chips for in situ
dose-rate measurements:
1. Different batches of chips must not be mixed and kept
well separated.
2. Users should double-check their chip geometries and recalibrate their systems for their respective geometries.
3. It appears to be advisable, to double the number of tubes
stored per sampling position (e.g., two tubes instead of
one), so that the mean dose-rate can be obtained with
higher confidence.
4. Since it appears that a thicker shutter can markedly reduce the geometry effects, it might be desirable to liaise
with the manufacturer when ordering a new system or
exchange the source housing. This might be also advisable from the radiation protection point of view.
Overall, the findings show that the origin of the scatter is
not easy to fathom, and our results still may not tell the entire
story. Compared to data measured in 2017, perhaps the chips
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Figure 8. Results of the GEANT4 simulations. The figures show the effect of different irradiation scenarios in the lexsyg SMART reader
used for the measurements. (A) displays the spectra of the incident particles (here β -particles and X-ray photons) at the sample position
for different shutter thicknesses. Colours code shutter geometries and chip geometries (1.0 mm and 0.8 mm). (B) Local dose rate profile for
different irradiation geometries. (C) Induced chip dose rate as a dependent of the shutter thickness for two different chip geometries.

also suffer from some kind of degeneration contributing to
the observed higher dose dispersion. Such a degeneration
might be caused by the regular heating of the chips to 910 ◦ C
before being shipped to the field. However, such treatment
is applied to empty the deep electron traps (Akselrod et al.,
1990a), and even though this is considered a routine procedure, not being reported hazardous to the chips (Erfurt et al.,
2000; Kalchgruber & Wagner, 2006; Yukihara & McKeever,
2011), one may wonder whether it causes an unexpected ageing of the chips. We are going to investigate this issue in the
future.
In summary, the presented results emphasize another time
that users should always remain suspicious regarding their
measurement equipment (see also Kreutzer et al., 2017),
in particular when dealing with new or modified systems.
Moreover, the results underline another time the importance
of regular source calibrations (for a recent discussion see Tribolo et al., 2019).

of-the-art browser of their choice. The ‘Al2 O3 :C Analysis
App’ has three main panels for data import, data analysis,
and post-processing including an export option of the results
(cf. Fig. 9).
The user has various possibilities to interact with the
software, such as copy & paste tabulated values or swipe
through the graphical output. Furthermore, the software automatically provides access to all available system calibration datasets (cf. Kreutzer et al., 2018), such as irradiation
time correction, cross-talk correction, and source calibration,
so far they are stored on the same server. The software sets
no limits regarding the number of datasets to access, and
multiple reader data are accessible within the same environment. If no calibration datasets are available, data can still be
analysed, but are of limited scientific value. Own calibration
datasets, produced using the procedure detailed in Kreutzer
et al. (2018) can be uploaded and used at any time during one
session.
The application is available free of charge via https:
//github.com/crp2a/Al2O3_AnalysisApp. As usual,
we published the software under the General Public Licence
(GPL-3), which means it can be even modified and adapted
following the licence conditions.

6. The Al2 O3 :C Analysis App
Along with their article, Kreutzer et al. (2018) deployed three new R functions for the package ‘Luminescence’ tailored to analyse calibration and routine dosimeter measurements. However, setting knowledge on R and
the R package ‘Luminescence’ in particular as a prerequisite for analysing dosimeter measurements put up a barrier to a quick adoption in a laboratory that regularly
hosts international guest researchers, students, and interns.
Consequently, we decided to develop a so-called, shiny
(Chang et al., 2019) application called ‘Al2 O3 :C Analysis
App’ which is a graphical user interface to the R function
analyse_Al2O3C_Measurement() in the ‘Luminescence’
package. In our laboratory, the application runs on a local RStudior (https://www.rstudio.com) server. Users
access the application platform-independent using a state-

7. Conclusions
We presented new findings from follow-up experiments
testing the reliability of our workflow employed to measure
the environmental γ-dose rate using passive dosimeters detailed by Kreutzer et al. (2018). If tested against natural
reference sites, a known γ-dose rate is reproducible within
ca 7 %. Our cosmic-ray experiment, however, indicated a
much larger scatter between aliquots, which can amount up
to 15 % in low-level background environments. We did not
find a statistical significant correlation between the chip orientation and the recorded dose. GEANT4 simulations gave
7
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overall justified applicability of our approach. The presented
shiny application may serve those who do not want to learn
R first before analysing their data.
Finally, our contribution falls in line with uncounted articles, many of them in Ancient TL, addressing potential
sources of systematic uncertainties when determining luminescence ages. These days, more and more sophisticated numerical methods, such as Bayesian modelling (e.g., Combès et al., 2015; Combès & Philippe, 2017; Philippe et al.,
2019), are adopted by the luminescence community. For
those methods, a profound understanding and quantification
of sources of systematic uncertainties are not just a ‘nice to
have’, but an essential prerequisite to deploy their full potential and deliver correct overall calculations.
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Figure 9. Screenshots of the shiny application ‘Al2 O3 :C Analysis
App’ freely available at https://github.com/crp2a/Al2O3_
AnalysisApp.

evidence that the majority of the scatter can be explained by
different chip geometries in conjunction with an unfortunate
fabrication tolerance of the shutter in front of the radioactive
source. The replacement of the source housing led to an increased dose-rate induced in the chips. The thinner shutter,
(1) increased the number of high-energy β -particles passing the shutter, and (2) caused a higher dependency of the
induced dose rate on the chip thickness. This explained why
we observed (1) an increased dose-rate induced in the chips
by ca 37 % after the replacement of the source housing and
(2) a difference in the induced dose rate of at least 15 % for
chips of 0.8 mm and 1 mm while irradiated in the reader. We
suggested a couple of measures to reduce the inter-aliquot
scatter, and with this systematic effects likely not related to
the real dose-rate variations in the field. However, this aspect
will receive further attention in the future.
Nevertheless, the employed experiments, along with the
good reproducibility of calibration results, show the still

Appendix
Table 1. Values for ḊSr−90 for extreme chip configurations.

Parameter
ḊCmax [µGy s−1 ]
(uncert. - 95 % CL)
ḊCmin [µGy s−1 ]
(uncert. - 95 % CL)
Diff. (Cmax ,Cmin )
(uncert. - 95 % CL)

Shutter thickness [mm]
0.9
1.0
1.1
154.9 65.3
34.0
(3.0) (0.4)
(0.3)
106.7 49.6
29.6
(1.1) (0.5)
(0.5)
31 % 24 % 13 %
(2 %) (1 %) (2 %)

Cmin : tck. = 1.14 mm | ρ = 5.03 g cm−3 | dim. = 5.11 mm
Cmin : tck. = 0.80 mm | ρ = 4.17 g cm−3 | dim. = 4.73 mm
CL: confidence level | tck.: thickness | dim.: diameter
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